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ABSTRACT Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a computationally intensive algorithm and computation of a local (Euclidean) distance matrix between two signals constitute the majority of the running time of DTW. In earlier work, a matrix multiplication based formulation for computing the Euclidean distance matrix was proposed leading to faster DTW. In this work, we propose the use of (i) direct lowrank factorization of template matrix and (ii) optimal low-rank factorization of the Euclidean distance matrix, leading to further computational speedup without significantly affecting accuracy. We derive a condition for achieving computational savings using low-rank factorizations. We analyze the condition for achieving computational savings over these low-rank factorizations by using separate low-rank factors for each class of templates to further reduce the rank within each class. We show that, using per-class factors, we can achieve significant average rank reduction with further computational savings for applications with high inter class variability in the feature space. We observe that our low-rank factorization methods result in lesser errors in the Euclidean distance matrix compared to Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We analyze the error behavior using spoken digit and heart auscultation sound datasets and achieve speedups of upto 4.59x for spoken digit recognition task on a dual core mobile CPU. Index Terms— Dynamic Time Warping, Low-rank Matrix Approximation, Euclidean Distance Matrix Computation 1. INTRODUCTION In signal processing domain, there is often a need to compare two signals. I.e., test signal and template signal and find a measure of similarity between them. Signals are often represented as variable length sequences of vectors. A similarity score between two vector sequences can be used for finding the best match for a test signal within a set of reference signals (templates) and thus can help in signal classification. Along with the score, sample to sample mapping (alignment) between two sequences can be useful for segmentation of signal. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a dynamic programming based procedure to compute a similarity score and an alignment between two variable length sequences. Due to its generality and simplicity, DTW has found applications in a variety of domains such as audio, speech, image, bio-medical signal processing. E.g., isolated and connected word recognition, alignment of gene expression time series, segmentation of electrocardiogram signals, object shape Patents pending by Siemens on this work. Authors were at Siemens Corporate Research and Technology Center, Bangalore when this work was done. Authors thank Thiyagarajan S. from Rural Healthcare Project for providing heart auscultation sounds samples.



detection and classification of heart sound signals [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, the computational complexity of DTW makes it challenging for its adoption into low-power, embedded, mobile and handheld devices or to process large volumes of data [5]. We encourage the reader to refer to [1] for further references and commentary on ubiquity of DTW and the need for efficient computation of DTW. DTW is usually implemented without recursion to avoid slowdowns due to procedure call overheads and stack memory accesses. It consists of two phases: (i) local distance computation and (ii) global distance computation (accumulation of local distances). A typically used local distance measure is the Euclidean distance. Some of the techniques for faster DTW include skipping square root computation in Euclidean distances, early abandoning, lowerbound based pruning [1]. The majority of techniques target efficient computation of global distances or involve implementations that compute both local and global distances together in a single phase. E.g., reshaping local distance matrix for accelerating accumulated distance matrix computation using SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) instructions is proposed in [6]. Our methods exploits the structure of Euclidean distance matrix for efficient computation and does not prohibit the use of other techniques to further accelerate accumulated distance matrix computation. In earlier work [7], we expressed Euclidean distance matrix computation as matrix-matrix multiplication leading to savings of approximately one-third of arithmetic operations. The matrix multiplication based formulation for likelihood computation with multivariate Gaussians was originally proposed by Salaclar et al.[8], in context of Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR). In earlier work [9], we quantified and demonstrated computational benefit of matrix multiplication based formulation through use of Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [10] and further low-rank matrix approximations. In this work, we propose (i) direct low-rank factorization-approximation of template feature matrices and (ii) indirect derivation of better low-rank factors for template feature matrix through optimal low-rank factorizationapproximation of the Euclidean distance matrix. Both methods lead to identical savings in computing the Euclidean distance matrix. The number of arithmetic operations saved corresponds to the fraction of rank that is reduced in the template feature matrix. We envisage that using per-class low-rank factors for the template matrix, can lead to better approximation of template matrix within classes than using a single factor for entire set of templates. However, a pitfall of this approach is additional overheads incurred due to multiplications with separate per class low rank factors. We theoretically derive the condition for the sweet spot where using per-class low rank factors proves computationally more efficient as compared to single class low rank factors. We validate our proposals using two different types of signals, namely speech (spoken digits) and heart sounds (Total 13 classes including normal, murmur and unknown sounds) signals. We find



that it is possible to significantly rank-reduce the template matrix and hence derive corresponding computational speedup without sacrificing potential classification performance. We observe that the low-rank factors derived by optimal low-rank factorization of Euclidean distance matrix incur lesser average error in the distance matrix compared to factors derived from direct low-rank factorization of template feature matrix. We also show that with signals with high inter class variability such as heart sounds, we can significantly improve the computational benefits for the same amount of errors using per-class factors. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we provide background on matrix multiplication formulation for computing Euclidean distance matrix [7]. In Section 2, we show the use of lowrank factors of template matrix, to compute Euclidean distance matrix and derive a formula for savings in arithmetic operations. We propose the use of per-class factors in Section 2.1 and derive the condition for computational savings over single-class factors in Section 2.2. We propose indirect derivation of low-rank factors for templates feature matrix using optimal low-rank approximation of the Euclidean distance matrix in Section 3. Experimental results using spoken digit utterances and auscultation heart sounds are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we provide detailed comparison of our method of direct low-rank approximation-factorization of template matrix with Principal Components Analysis (PCA). 1.1. Efficient Euclidean Distance Matrix Computation using Matrix Multiplication Computing pairwise distances in Euclidean space between two sets of vectors is a general problem in pattern classification and is often a key computation affecting the performance of the system. The distance computation problem can be stated as follows: Given a template sequence X of m vectors (of dimension d) denoted by xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m and a test sequence Y of n vectors denoted by yj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, compute Euclidean distances for all pairs (xi , yj ) of vectors. For a pair, computing the distance can be expressed using a dot product operation between those vectors. Hence, distance matrix computation can be written using matrix-matrix multiplication between matrices of test and template vectors as shown below. The squared Euclidean distance between two vectors x and y can be written is: d(x, y) = (x − y)> (x − y) =
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X2 is a rank-1 matrix of size m × n where X2 ij = xi > xi . Y2 is a rank-1 matrix of size m × n where Y2 ij = yj > yj . Since X2 and Y2 contain duplicate columns and rows respectively, total number of arithmetic operations for computing D is 2mnd + mn + 2md + 2nd



(4)



This saves the number of arithmetic operations by factor of 13 for large enough m, n, d [7]. In next section we use low-rank factorizations to further reduce the arithmetic operations. 2. LOW-RANK FACTORIZATION FOR COMPUTATION REDUCTION Let us consider factorizing the template matrix X> , an (m × d) matrix into two factors X1 X2 , such that X1 is an (m × d − k) and X2 is a (d − k × d) matrix. Here we have reduced the rank of X by k. D = −2X1 X2 Y + X2 + Y2



X1 X2 Y #operations



= = =



(5)



(X1 (X2 Y)); 2nd(d − k) + 2mn(d − k) 2nd2 − 2ndk − 2mnk + 2mnd



Since the original XY matrix multiplication requires 2mnd operations, we can get a saving in arithmetic operations if 2nd2 − 2ndk − 2mnk < 0



(6)



Let us consider m = rd, and k = f d, r >> 1, 0 ≤ f ≤ 1. Since m >> d, this expresses the number of template vectors as a multiple r of the common dimension (d) and the reduction in rank as a fraction of the common dimension (full rank). Using these in Eq. (6), the condition for computation saving is given by: f>



1 (r + 1)



(7)



The number of operations saved is given by   1−f −(2nd2 − 2ndk − 2mnk) = 2mnd f − r



(8)



(1) The total number of arithmetic operations (addition and multiplication) for computing a dot product is 3d. So, the total number of operations for computing distances for all pairs (xi , yj ) forming the distance matrix D is 3mnd



(2)



If we expand the quadratic term (xi − yi )2 , we can see that the P Euclidean distance is a sum of three different terms: (i) di=1 x2i (ii) Pd 2 i=1 yi and (iii) -2 × dot product of vector x with vector y. Now, let us consider the sequence of feature vectors in template utterance , i.e., x1 to xm ≡ X, a d × m matrix where each column is a feature vector, and similarly Y is a d × n matrix of columns of feature vectors from the test utterance, then the matrix of Euclidean distances can be expressed as: D = −2X> Y + X2 + Y2



(3)



2mnd being the original number of computations, the fraction of  original operations saved is: f − 1−f r Thus the fraction of computations saved is less than the fraction of reduction in the rank f . However, this quantity approaches the fraction f as r increases to a large value; i.e., for a very large set of template vectors, the fraction of reduction in arithmetic operations approaches the rank reduction factor f . Figure 1 shows the fraction of arithmetic operations saved for different values of f against r. In practice, it is not uncommon to have the length of template sequence an order of magnitude higher then the dimension d. Further, for classification, a test sequence is compared against multiple templates. For computing the Euclidean distance matrix we can concatenate all the templates and treat them as a single template, which will make the effective length of template very high. An approximation of a matrix by one with rank deficiency of k can be obtained by replacing the smallest k singular values by zeroes
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Fig. 2. Minimum fraction of rank reduction f 0 required for per-class factorizations for computational savings over single-class factorizations



Fig. 1. Fraction of arithmetic operations saved versus r



in the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the matrix. Such an approximation minimizes the Frobenius norm of the error matrix for a given k [11]. We use SVD based approximate factorization for X. The SVD of X is X = UΣV> . Thus in Eq (3), X> Y = VΣ> U> Y. Comparing this with Eq (5), we can see that X1 = VΣ> and X2 = U> Y.



In the section above, we have seen that the fraction of computational operations reduced corresponds to the fraction of rank that gets reduced for large template matrices. In practice, we can concatenate all the templates to yield bigger effective length m of template matrix for the purpose of factorization. In classification problems, each class has its own templates. Say we have c classes with average length of templates per class as m0 . Thus m = m0 c. If we low-rank factorize template matrices per class, resulting in (m0 × d − k) × (d−k ×d) sized factors per class, it will involve additional overhead of (c − 1) matrix multiplications of size (d − k × d) × (d × n). Total number of arithmetic operations for computation of X1 X2 Y with c classes and m = m0 c will be 2nd(d − k)c + 2mn(d − k) and will result in savings if 2nd2 c − 2ndkc − 2mnk < 0. Substituting k = f d and m = rd we get the condition for savings in arithmetic operations with c classes and m = m0 c as (in similar way to Eq. 7) c (r + c)



2mnk − 2nd(d − k) − 2mnk0 + c(2nd(d − k0 )) > 0



(10)



With m = rd, it can be simplified to: k0 >



2.1. Per class low-rank factorization



f>



It can be seen that, the condition for computational savings is:



k(1 + r) + d(c − 1) c+r



(11)



Let f = kd be a fraction of rank that reduced for single-class low0 rank factorization and f 0 = kd fraction of rank that is reduced for per-class low-rank factorization, f0 >



f (1 + r) + (c − 1) c+r



(12)



In Figure 2, we show the minimum amount of rank reduction f 0 required to achieve computational savings over single-class low-rank factorization with effective rank d−k. As we can see, f 0 approaches f for large values of r. This is expected as for large templates, the overhead of matrix multiplication for each class will get amortized. We can also see that for lower number of classes, the required f 0 is lower. Again this is expected, as the computational overhead of applying per-class factors is directly proportional to number of classes.



(9)



where r = m . The fraction of savings in arithmetic operations is d  f − c 1−f r 2.2. Comparison of computational performance of per-class versus single-class low-rank factorization We can intuitively hypothesize that for some application domains, due to higher intra-class similarity and inter class variability, we should be able to reduce the effective rank further to d − k0 , for same amount of errors in the distance matrix as with effective rank d − k, where k0 > k. In this case, we are interested in finding a condition for computational savings for per-class low-rank factorization scheme with c classes, where average effective rank of factors is d − k0 over singleclass low-rank factorization scheme with effective rank d − k.



3. OPTIMAL LOW-RANK FACTORIZATION OF DISTANCE MATRIX In Section 2, we factorize the template matrix X> using SVD and hence minimize the sum of square errors in X> . This factorized template matrix will in turn get multiplied through test matrix Y and contribute to the Euclidean distance matrix D as shown by Eq 5. Ultimately, the amount of errors in D is important as it will contribute to final score when distances are accumulated. Hence, we should directly try to minimize the errors in X> Y and hence in D. Let, P



=



X> Y



Here the rank of P is d. For a given reduction k in the rank, e Pg opt = argminkP − Pk2 = svdd−k (P) ˜ P



Where svdd−k (P) is obtained by setting all but largest d − k singular values in SVD of P to zero. Please note here that maximum g > be number of nonzero singular values can be dimension d. Let X an approximate template matrix X> , so as to minimize errors in P. Thus, g > Pg opt = X Y + + > + g > = P g X opt Y = svdd−k (P)Y = UΣd−k V Y = X1 X2



Where Y+ is pseudoinverse of Y and svdd−k (P) = UΣd−k V> . X1 = Ud−k , where Ud−k being first (d − k) columns of U and X2 = Σd−k V> Y+ . Thus, we can get low-rank factors for X> , so as to minimize errors in P. In practical applications, test matrix Y is variable. Thus, to deˆ In our experrive factors X1 X2 we must have a common Y = Y. ˆ as a set of random vectors from the total iments we have chosen Y training set.



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS We evaluate our methods with two types of signals namely spoken digits in context of digit classification task in speech processing and heart auscultation sounds in context of heart sound classification among various abnormalities. We convert speech and heart sounds into 39 and 40 dimensional Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) vectors [2] respectively. For spoken digit signal, each vector represents 16 ms segment of speech with an overlap of 8 ms with the next segment. Similarly for heart sounds signal, each vector represents 10 ms segment with an overlap of 5 ms. For spoken digits, we use recorded instances of speech utterances of digits 1 to 9. Without loss of generality, an utterance for 1 (’one’) (from different speaker) is chosen for testing purpose. We compute DTW score of a test utterance against templates for 1 to 9. Usually the utterance with the lowest score will represent the same digit as with the test utterance. This is one of the simple application of DTW in digit classification. For auscultation heart sounds, we have total of 13 samples, with 6 samples for various abnormalities known as murmurs, 6 samples that model unknown murmurs and 1 sample for normal heart sounds. Without loss of generality, a different sample from unknown murmur class ’Stills’ is chosen for testing purpose. We have chosen samples from heart sound database available from [12]. We are interested in two kinds of results. (i) Errors introduced in overall DTW scores as we vary the rank (as that will affect classification performance), and (ii) Results of computational performance. In Tables 1 and 2, we show how accumulated DTW scores vary as the rank is reduced. Please note that for Speech signal the dimension is 39 where for Heart Sound signals dimension is 40. The Baseline column shows scores without any low-rank approximation and the rest three columns show how DTW scores change as the rank of template matrix X> and hence Euclidean distance matrix D is reduced. This is using direct low-rank factorization of template matrix and without using per-class factors. As we can see, there is negligible difference in scores for ranks 35 to 20. For rank 5, the scores are noticeably deviant, still not to effect the order of scores from minimum to maximum.



Digit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Baseline score 443.322984 649.668772 612.425387 499.647323 530.963664 745.058169 478.353923 587.822438 454.093135



Rank 35 443.324384 649.661305 612.426176 499.654831 530.959355 745.057043 478.358192 587.826676 454.105944



Rank 20 443.359171 649.640418 612.526423 499.845692 531.090807 745.010758 478.412982 587.909474 454.456311



Rank 5 453.042798 669.381404 616.524785 529.323684 539.849254 745.758576 474.212954 596.086454 459.106792



Table 1. DTW scores for digit 1 against templates of digits 1 to 9 using single-class, direct low rank factorization of template matrix



4.1. Comparison using average absolute relative error in components of D To further study the effect of low-rank approximation of X and hence D, we computed absolute relative errors in elements of Euclidean distance matrix D. We compare the average absolute relative error in % in D for various approximation methods in Figures 3 and 4 for speech signals and heart sounds signals respectively. Please note the Y-axis is on log scale. Average absolute relative errors are important because errors in individual components of D will in turn result in error seen in accumulated scores as shown by Tables 1 and 2. We make following common observations for speech signals as well as heart sounds signals. • Errors are roughly exponentially decreasing as we increase the rank of X. • Errors using per-class factors are lower than the errors using single-class factors. • Errors using factors derived through optimum low-rank factorization of D are lesser than factors derived by direct lowrank factorization of X> . • Errors using PCA are much higher (an order of magnitude) than our low-rank approximation methods. For heart sounds signals, we see that the error improvement for using per-class factors is much higher than speech signals. We attribute this to much higher variability in classes for heart sounds. Specifically, heart sound signal classes have large variance in the amount of rank required for accurate representation of signal. Signals from some heart sound classes can be compressed to much greater extent in term of ranks and some classes to lesser extent (for the same amount of error). While for speech signals, all classes (digits 1 to 9), require roughly similar ranks for representation. Thus, we do not see much improvement in errors when using per-class factors for speech, while for heart sounds there is significant improvement. This fact is further illustrated in Figure 5, where we plot the average rank reduction possible using per-class factors for both the types of signals. We also show for both factorization methods namely direct factorization and optimum factorization. We can see that, for speech we are not able to reduce average rank significantly (at best 1 to 2), while for heart sounds we are drastically able to reduce the rank. E.g., for the same amount of average errors at rank 35, if we use per-class factors, the average rank is reduced to 25.5. Here we work out an exact amount of rank reduction required for per-class factors using heart sounds signals. For heart sounds, the dimension d = 40 and the no. of classes c = 13. We have m = 2168 as the total length (in feature vectors) of concatenated templates from 13 classes. Thus, to achieve computational savings over single-class factors for rank 35, putting the above values in



Digit Normal AS PS MR TR AR MS ASD VSD AcquiVSD S3 S4 Stills



Baseline score 8.606688 36.617366 25.141553 36.496143 26.186735 14.001678 10.533182 21.647491 17.314871 11.934826 17.770732 16.375805 12.806194



Rank 35 8.606663 36.617201 25.142012 36.496105 26.186653 14.001705 10.533207 21.647541 17.315783 11.934834 17.770066 16.375417 12.805888



Rank 20 8.607995 36.614772 25.141885 36.496162 26.187091 14.003083 10.533982 21.647381 17.319609 11.935076 17.768712 16.377154 12.805788



Rank 5 8.672057 36.771198 25.114328 36.528920 26.305571 14.066271 10.572873 21.733744 17.427697 11.965467 17.750404 16.403505 12.842619



Table 2. DTW scores for a test sample of class Stills against templates of all 13 classes using single-class direct low-rank factorization of template matrix Fig. 4. Average relative error in elements of D versus rank of X for Heart Sound Signals Scheme Baseline BLAS Rank 35 Rank 30 Rank 25 Rank 20 Rank 15 Rank 10 Rank 5



Time 8.59 3.98 3.793 3.413 3.1 2.795 2.483 2.17 1.873



Speedup over Baseline 1 2.16 2.26 2.52 2.77 3.07 3.46 3.96 4.59



Speedup over BLAS 0.46 1 1.05 1.17 1.28 1.42 1.60 1.83 2.12



Table 3. Execution time in milliseconds for DTW



Fig. 3. Average relative error in elements of D versus rank of X for Speech Signals Eq. 11, we get k0 > 11.25, that means we should be able to reduce rank to 40 − 11.25 = 28.75 or more to get savings. This condition is satisfied as seen from Figure 5. Achieved k0 = 40 − 25.5 = 14.5 is ∼ 29% higher than the required k0 = 11.25; thus it results in ∼ 29% savings in computational operations than using single-class factors for rank 35. 4.2. Computational performance In Table 3, we show the computational performance improvements in DTW using the spoken digit task with single-class factors. We run our experiments on Intel Core i7-2640M dual core CPU@ 2.80 GHz with 4MB of L3 cache and 3.23 GB of RAM. The matrix multiplication formulation presented in Section 1.1, allows concatenating all the templates from 1 to 9 to construct a bigger effective template matrix. Essentially, the Euclidean distance matrix computation involves a single matrix multiplication representing matrices of a test utterance and concatenation of matrices from all the template utterances. This will increase the number of arithmetic operations saved and the fraction of operations saved would tend to match the fraction of reduction in rank as depicted in Figure 1. For the results shown in Table 3, the size of X was 1025 × 39 and the size of Y was 39 × 94. Baseline results are without the use of BLAS and without using matrix multiplication based formulation. In this case



we compute Euclidean distances iteratively with usual 3-loops implementation. BLAS indicates the use of BLAS library for efficient matrix multiplication without rank reduction. We can get speedup of 2.16 with just the use of matrix multiplication formulation with the use of BLAS. A further increase of speedup is possible due to lowrank matrix approximation upto 1.42 over BLAS for rank 20 and 2.12 over BLAS for rank 5. Overall, we can achieve upto 4.59 times performance improvement using matrix multiplication formulation along with low-rank approximations. 5. COMPARISON WITH PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method of feature space dimensionality reduction. PCA transforms original vectors into a set of lower dimensional vectors by retaining the directions with maximum variance. Say X is an d × m data matrix, where each column represents a data vector of dimension d. Then the transformation matrix for PCA is U> , where X = UΣV> is the SVD of X [13]. Thus U> X is a transformed set of vectors such that, its top l rows represent the original data vectors transformed into l dimensional subspace of top variance preserving directions. In our experiments with PCA, we use X to be a matrix of concatenated templates. To transform the incoming test sequence into lower dimension we use top l rows of U> , denoted as U> l . Thus if the test sequence matrix is Y, l dimensional test sequence is Yl = U> l Y. The transformation of the template is U> X = U> UΣV> = ΣV> . Thus l dimensional template sequence matrix is Xl = Σl V> . We then compute the Euclidean distances traditionally as per the Eq (1).



Class Normal AS PS MR TR AR MS ASD VSD AcquiVSD S3 S4 Stills



Baseline score 8.606688 36.617366 25.141553 36.496143 26.186735 14.001678 10.533182 21.647491 17.314871 11.934826 17.770732 16.375805 12.806194



Rank 35 8.566305 36.550875 25.117441 36.475049 26.157238 13.968266 10.490831 21.619787 17.273415 11.891214 17.746406 16.338702 12.769503



Rank 20 8.399781 36.413070 25.031390 36.411974 26.089872 13.848731 10.333551 21.545292 17.151414 11.735395 17.661070 16.219560 12.637777



Rank 5 8.169393 34.870279 23.519475 35.014743 25.067440 13.275825 10.017448 20.818106 16.396339 11.099801 17.012730 15.872603 12.153040



Table 5. DTW scores for test sample of class Stills against templates of all 13 classes using PCA



Fig. 5. Average required rank for the same level of errors compared to single-class low-rank factorization



class variability using per-class factors. 7. REFERENCES



Digit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Baseline score 443.322984 649.668772 612.425387 499.647323 530.963664 745.058169 478.353923 587.822438 454.093135



Rank 35 443.242164 649.579734 612.356753 499.573653 530.848314 744.971544 478.282539 587.734520 454.018189



Rank 20 441.493698 647.905478 611.020658 497.975220 528.927418 743.330649 476.706475 586.073559 452.254370



Rank 5 316.087445 551.641072 524.693950 405.414380 388.997124 635.488494 349.460201 471.907306 305.703467



Table 4. DTW scores for digit 1 against templates of digits 1 to 9 using PCA



In Table 4, we show the DTW scores with varying dimensions. We can see that PCA results in significant change in DTW scores as the dimension is reduced. E.g., for rank 5, digit 9 is matched (minimum DTW score) against test digit 1. Further in Fig 3, we show the relative errors in Euclidean distance matrix D as we vary the rank (dimension). We can see that average relative errors for PCA are much higher compared to our low-rank matrix approximation methods. This is due to the fact that in traditional Euclidean distance computation, X2 and Y2 parts in Eq (3) gets computed for lower dimensional feature vectors of template and test utterances, whereas matrix-multiplication formulation allows X2 and Y2 to be pre-computed based on full-rank features while contribution due to −2X> Y part is identical to PCA (when using SVD based approximation-factorization of X> ). Matrix-multiplication formulation allows us to use any other approximation-factorization of X> Y. 6. CONCLUSION Using spoken digit and heart auscultation sound datasets, we show that low-rank approximation-factorizations of template matrix can be used effectively to accelerate the computation of Euclidean distances based on the matrix multiplication formulation without affecting the accuracy of distance matrix. We can further improve computational performance by using per-class factors; we derive a condition for average amount of rank reduction required for achieving computational savings with per-class factors. We show that, it is possible to reduce effective rank further for signals with high inter-
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